Primary gastric lymphoma (PGL) is not a common cancer and account for 10% of malignant lymphoma and 5% of gastric cancer. The correlation with Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) infection with mucosa associated lymphoepithelial tumor (MALT) is now well documented and some of the low grade MALT can be cured sorely by triple agent eradication therapy. The most common type of PGL is diffuse large B cell lymphoma which now can be successfully treated with chemotherapy alone. There is still no consensus on the optimal treatment for PGL. In the recent 10 years chemotherapy combined with anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody such as rituximab, achieved higher complete response rate and more than 80% are long-term survival. The so-called R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, vincristin, prednisolone) now become the new gold standard therapy. The role of surgical resection prior to chemotherapy is controversial and not commonly applied in recent publications. Yet some cases of suboptimal response to R-CHOP or patient is too fragile to tolerate the immuno-chemotherapy will be feasible to surgical resection as a salvage or alternative therapy. The radiotherapy as an adjuvant therapy is less commonly considered. Patients with advanced PGL with high international prognostic index risk and along with co-morbidity diseases are prone to get treatment related complications from abovementioned modality of treatment, such as GI perforation, neutropenic septicemia, pulmonary infection, fulminate heaptitis B reactivation, respiratory and cardiac impairment can be seen.
Introduction
With great improvement of modern chemotherapy and supportive care, consequently a global therapeutic approach to the cure of PGL has completely changed over the last one decade: innovative, conservative options to reduce treatment toxicity, thus preventing systemic relapses, have made their appearance and are on the rise. In the recent 10 years chemotherapy combined with anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody such as rituximab, achieved higher complete response rate and more than 80% are long-term survival [1] . The role of surgical resection prior to chemotherapy is controversial and not commonly applied in recent publications [1] [2] [3] [4] . Among the gastric malignancies PGL has the most favorable outcome not only in localized disease but also in stage IIb/IV disease. It is highly sensitive to chemotherapy and anti-CD20 immunotherapy [1] [2] [3] . The primary role of surgery or chemotherapy remains the mainstay is an issue of debate [4] . However, there is, as yet, no randomized control trial to define the primary treatment of PGL, either surgery or chemotherapy or combined modality. This article tries to answer this controversy and also delineate the current treatment of MALT lymphoma. Is it not yet clear that H. pylori eradication alone can cure the gastric MALT? And use chemotherapy is justified afterward for partial tumor regression or till disease progression. Also the pathogenesis and genetic aberration of large cell transformation from high grade MALT will be discussed.
Pathogenesis of Gastric Lymphoma and MALT
In histology all of the PGL originated from B lymphocyte, the normal counterpart is germinal center B cell. The cause of PGL is partly from de novo DLBCL, and partly transformed from low to high grade MALT and lastly diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). The cytokine changes and genetic aberration give this pathogenesis. Issacson et al. proposed a theory that the early MALT caused by chronic inflammation triggered by infection or autoimmune disorders, including H. pylori gastritis, Sjögren syndrome [5] . It causes abnormal B cell proliferation and T-cell infiltration around the MALT.
Recently two recurrent chromosomal changes in this tumor were identified-the t(11;18)(q21;q21) and the t(1;14) (p2;q32). The t(11;18) produce the fusion of AIP2 at 11q21which encode of inhibitor of apoptosis protein IAP to a gene at 18q21 named MLT1. The segment of MLT1 bind to BCL10, this fusion protein strongly activate NF-kB, in which thus suppress host cell apoptotic response to viral infection [6] . Once the fusion gene developed the gastric MALT become H. pylori independent growth, and no longer regress by antibiotics eradication. 
Histological Classification of PGL

Clinical Features of PGL
The most common symptom at presentation is abdominal pain account for 80% followed by melena 36%, nausea, vomiting, hematemesis and ileus. B-symptoms as fever, body weight loss are common, and some bulky disease. Most of PGL located at antrum followed by corpus and fundus [8] . The gastrosopic findings varied from bulging mass, ulcerative lesion, submucosal tumor. The median age is around 50 to 55 years, male to female ratio 1.2:1. Increase LDH serum level is common, even for localized lymphoma [8] . The ratio of GCB (germinal center B cell, less aggressive) to non-GCB phenotypes was about 1:1.85. MALT lymphoma accounted for 20% -40% varied from series [9] .
Staging of PGL
Classification of the tumor stage was according to the Musshoff's modification of the Ann Arber staging system [10] . Stage IE denotes tumor remains confined within the stomach; stage IIE-1, which has perigastric nodal involvement only, and stage IIE-2, which has more distant nodal involvement below the diaphragm. Stage IIIE denotes nodal involvement above and below the diaphragm, and stage IV denotes multiple visceral organ involvement. All tumors were evaluated abdominal/chest CT scan and endoscopy or endoscopic ultrasound. Lugano staging system was also applied as well and it omit the stage III disease [11] .
Management of PGL
Role of Surgery
Traditionally the gastric lymphoma was managed by surgeon with partial or total gastrectomy not only for diagnosis, staging and for cure purpose. Yet there were substantial patients relapsed and adjuvant chemotherapy after surgery was considered. In deed, to the best of our knowledge, from a thorough review of the literature, most of the relevant literature pertaining to this surgery has related to studies featuring, generally, small numbers of patients as well as such studies having been conducted retrospectively and during the 1980s and the 1990s. Thus, many investigators still advocate surgical resection in order to debulk the lesion mass and to accurately stage the lesion to attempt to prevent post-surgical perforation [12] [13] [14] [15] . During the early 1990s, some authors had suggested that chemotherapy alone was effective for the sole management therapy modality and may also have been sufficiently effective to prevent the morbidity associated with gastrectomy, such a conservative approach supporting gastric preservation for subsequent residual diseases [16] [17] [18] [19] . Further, yet other authors have recommended surgery as being able to affect a cure for primary gastric lymphoma, particularly for stage IE disease [20] [21] [22] . Those researchers who suggested surgery either with or without associated chemotherapy focused on the accurate staging of the tumor, less hemorrhage or perforation of the stomach during the treatment; although subsequent to the development of endoscopic ultrasound, the role of laparotomy biopsy has, ultimately, become unwarranted [20] . Meanwhile, most of the reports have revealed a rather low incidence of severe hemorrhage or perforation, accounting for, respectively, 2.1% and 1.7% of those individuals treated with chemotherapy without surgery and, respectively, 2.2% and 0.9% of those individuals treated only surgically [23, 24] . Such evidence does suggest that the role of surgery for treatment of primary gastric lymphoma may be less important than previously considered.
The Controversies of Primary Treatment of PGL
The issue of optimal treatment for localized PGL has not been resolved. In the 1980s, gastrectomy, because of its low surgery-related mortality (2% -5%), was used to treat PGL [20] [21] [22] [23] . According to results from the Mayo Clinic, the 5-year-survival rate was reported to reach 75% with curative resection, and 32% with palliative resection [14] . For stage IE PGL, the cure rate could be even as high as 80%. However, the success of surgical management of PGL depends on the size of tumor, the depth of tumor penetration into gastric tissue, and the involvement of regional lymph nodes [20] . Some investigators began using chemotherapy, mostly CHOP [12, 14, 23] and R-CHOP after year 2000 [1] [2] [3] , to control the tumors and to prevent postoperative morbidity. A study by Maor et al. showed that the six-year overall survival of patients treated with chemotherapy alone was 76% [14] . The recent publications gave even better results with 5-year OS over 90% [1, 2] . However, for bulky tumors, the advantage of chemotherapy is offset by the potential tumor bleeding and gastric perforation [4] . In 1999 there was a publication of international survey to investigate the treatment consenus [24] . It reviewed the management of gastric lymphoma, formatted questionnaires were mailed to leading institutes with a special interest in this field in 19 centers of Europe, the United States and Japan. Gastroenterologists are far more inclined to perform a (partial) gastric resection (with or without additional radiation therapy or chemotherapy) than haematologists and medical oncologists. And some European center as well as USA preferred to use radiotherapy as adjuvant or salvage therapy [24, 25] . Therefore, some investigators suggested that debulking surgery followed by chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy, so-called combined modality, achieved better clinical outcome mainly better tumor control with reduced complication rates [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In our series, all five patients who developed gastric perforation were in the chemotherapy-alone group, and eventually died of this complication. In contrast, none of the patients receiving the combination therapy had this complication, suggesting an important role for surgery in selected patients [4] . Of note, five patients of major complication, four in the chemotherapyalone group and one in the combination therapy group, developed gastro-intestinal bleeding at the time of disease progression. The overall surgical morbidity and mortality were 15.4% (2/13) and 7.7% (1/13), respectively, similar to what has been reported by Rackner et al. [33] . The rate of surgical complications might offset the benefit expected from tumor control. This notion is further supported by the results of Salles et al., showing that for localized PGL, surgical resection prior to chemotherapy did not affect the complete response rate, survival rate, or the disease-free survival [12] . Similar results have also been demonstrated in several studies on Asian patients and in the Groupe d'Etude des Lymphomes Digestifs (GELD) and Groupe d'Etude des Lymphomes de l'Adulte (GELA) studies [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Such evidence suggests the role of surgery in the primary treatment of PGL is declined.
Although surgery for PGL appears to have a diminished role in recent studies, it might enhance the effects of chemotherapy in stage IE PGL [40, 41] Patients treated with conservative surgery followed by three cycles of chemotherapy had a better five-year survival rate than patients treated with chemotherapy alone [26, [30] [31] [32] . We also noticed an improved outcome in patients who received treatment after year 2000, probably due to better supportive care and a more widespread use of G-CSF for febrile neutropenia. A subgroup of patients was identified who might be more likely to develop chemotherapy-induced life-threatening complications. Often treated in an outpatient setting, these patients failed to achieve a complete response to chemotherapy. To avoid such severe complications, we recommend re-evaluating patients by endoscopy after two cycles of chemotherapy. At the same time, patients should be warned that complications such as gastric perforation and bleeding, although not common, are possible and be made more aware through comprehensive education.
In real world practice, it would appear that the gastroenterologist's point of view would be crucial as regards the making of a decision in algorithmic approach, in which whether to send patients to a medical oncologist or a surgeon [24] . Although chemotherapy alone is very effective in terms of complete response rate and 5-year disease free survival and overall survival comparable to surgery plus adjuvant chemotherapy [1] [2] [3] [4] . Yet, not all the gastroenterologist follow this recommendation, and used to referring patients to medical oncologist and surgeon at the same time; more or less they prevail the surgery role and also notice the importance of chemotherapy to circumvent distant metastasis.
In one report from China, 200 cases of PGL, 24 cases received chemotherapy alone, 29 cases surgery alone, 132 cases underwent surgery plus chemotherapy, and 15 were of palliation [42] . The ten-year survival rates were 55.0%. Another study identified 79 patients 30 patients (38%) underwent surgery, 74 (92%) received chemotherapy, and 18 (23%) received radiotherapy. The fiveyear OS and DFS rates were 91.2% and 83.9%, respectively, in patients with stage I/II or IIE disease and 70.6% and 65.5%, respectively. Treatment modality (surgical or conservative) had no impact on OS or DFS in early stages [43] .
The Role of Rituximab Containing
Chemotherapy The safety of chemotherapy is improving with modern supportive care, giving more survival benefit. The emergence of anti-CD 20 monoclonal antibody such as Rituximab proved to be very effective in treating B-cell lymphoma. The GELA study showed a 15% ten-yr disease free survival benefit, comparing R-CHOP with CHOP, in overall diffuse large B cell lymphoma, but no data specialized for PGL. The PGL treatment make a new paradigm, R-CHOP is a front line treatment of choice. We will recommend CHOP-21 for six cycles and rituximab for 8 cycles, which is R-CHOP-21 for six cycles followed by rituximab for 2 more cycles.
One study from Japan evaluates clinical outcomes of PGL in the rituximab era, they conducted a retrospective, multicenter analysis of 95 patients with PGL. In 58 patients with localized disease, 3-year progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) were 91% and 91% for patients with six cycles of rituximab plus CHOP (R-CHOP) and 92% and 95% for patients with three to four cycles of R-CHOP plus radiotherapy (Log-rank test, P = 0.595 and P = 0.278, respectively). No patient underwent surgery [1] . Clinical outcomes of PGL were extremely favorable and promising for localized-stage patients in the rituximab era [3] . Also recent report of Chinese patients who received chemotherapy with rituximab (at least 3 cycles) had a mean OS of 72 months (95% CI 62 -81) versus 62 months (95% CI 47 -76) for patients chemotherapy alone (P = 0.021). This study reflected the additive benefit of rituximab when combined with chemotherapy [42] . However, a phase II clinical trial showed that the addition of rituximab to standard chemotherapy did not improve the outcome in early-stage PGL due to high long-term survival in both groups [2] .
The Issues of Treatment Related Complications
In those patients who achieved the complete response, the very late relapse of gastric lymphoma is quite rare and still can be re-treated with same chemotherapy or salvage chemotherapy. The toxicity and safety for R-CHOP is an important issue. Some patients is rather fragile especially for the elderly, the drawback of R-CHOP regimen will give 10% -20% grade III/IV febrile neutropenia. The infection rate increase in dose-density regimen. The most troublesome side effects of R-CHOP are pulmonary infection such as PJP pneumonia, pulmonary interstitial disease, cardiovascular event, congestive heart failure, and reactivation of hepatitis B in East Asia countries. The fulminant hepatitis account for 10% -16% in hepatic B antigen positive carrier without anti-viral prophylaxis, and some of them succumb to death due to hepatic failure. The hepatitis B seroconvertsion from anti-HBc to HBsAg positive rate is around 6% -8%, and very low death rate, partly due to early recognition and low HBV-DNA viral load. We recommend early anti-viral prophylaxis by using lamivudine or entercavir even though the liver function is normal. This prophylaxis should be used for 12 months or 6 months after completion of chemotherapy. The interstitial lung fibrosis and anthracycline or rituximab related cardiomyopathy is another important issue, which needs high clinical alert and pay much attention to patients with pre-existing co-morbidity. R-CVP will be an alternative regimen for fragile patients.
Advanced PGL
Advanced PGL is still a challenging issue and the improvement of modern treatment is not satisfactory. A series of 37 patients with advanced disease, 3-year PFS and 3-year OS were 43% and 64% for patients with R-CHOP chemotherapy with or without radiotherapy [1] . The prognosis is still poor for advanced-stage patients even in the rituximab era. In our series, the overall survival was significantly lower for advanced PGL patients than localized PGL patients, signifying again that stage is an important prognostic factor in the treatment of PGL [4] . In the chemotherapy-only group, three out of seven complete responders of advanced PGL patients (3/19 or 15.8%) were long-term survivors (DFS more than 6 years), while all four patients in the combined-modality group died. The outcome of combined-modality group is dismal due to higher incidence of treatment related tumor bleeding as well as febrile neutropenia, the incidence was 75.0% and 50% respectively, than chemotherapy alone group, 31.6% and 15.8%, respectively. The role of surgery is limited in the treatment of advanced PGL in our series. How to conduct effective high dose chemotherapy for advanced PGL and counterbalance the severe adverse event is the current issue to be answered.
Treatment of MALT Lymphoma
The MALT lymphoma account for 40% -45% all gastric lymphoma, it can be classified as low grade MALT, high grade MALT and transformed from high grade to DLBCL. The low grade MALT is very indolent and always almost localized disease. Patients shall receive a triple therapy with omeprazole (20 mg twice a day), amoxicillin (1 g twice a day) and clarithromycin (500 mg twice a day) for 14 days, followed by omeprazole for other 21 days. One report of 61 patients with primary gastric large B-cell lymphoma were treated with anti HP treatment and 42 of them showed a complete response [45] . The median time to complete response was 9.6 months for MALT with high grade predominant and 5.5 months for low grade MALT. The longer period of follow-up was reported in this study showed all the 14 MALT patients with CR remained relapse-free after a median follow-up of 63 months [46] . Histological regression of the lymphoma was complete in 19/44 patients (43%). No regression was noted in the 10 H. pylori negative patients. Among the 34 H. pylori positive patients, the H. pylori eradication rate was 100%; complete regression rate of the lymphoma increased from 56% (19/34) to 79% (19/24) when there was no nodal involvement at endoscopic ultrasonography [47] . There was a significant difference between the response of the lymphoma restricted to the mucosa and other more deep seated lesions (P < 0.006). However, using multivariate analysis, the only predictive factor of regression was the absence of nodal involvement (P < 0.0001) [48] .
The high grade MALT can be either treated with anti-H. pylori regimen alone or combined with short course of CHOP or R-CHOP. Some authors advocate anti-H. pylori regimen alone will be sufficient to cure the disease, however we may overlooked the potential sampling error that some part of MALT is undergoing transformation to DLBCL, which is already become autonomy and independent from MALT1 gene control. In our clinical observation there is a part of high grade MALT is not cured by anti-H. pylori regimen alone and turned to be wide-disseminated MALT disease. The risk factors will be MALT infiltration to muscularis mucosa, nodal involvement and presence of t(11;18)(q21;21). It needs not to be transformed as DLBC before dissemination, and keeps the original morphology as extranodal marginal zone lymphoma. It is not uncommon to see patients histology presented with composite high grade MALT and DLBCL in same specimen. We do not routinely used chemotherapy for high grade MALT, but staging procedure should be done as an indolent or aggressive lymphoma. The stage III/IV disease should be treated as advanced indolent lymphoma accordingly. The MALT can be disseminated or present at an advanced stage or involved other extranodal sites as approximately one third of cases [49] . For those patients of high grade MALT with transformation and composite with DLBCL, the recommendation will be anti-H. pylori regimen followed by four cycles with CHOP or R-CHOP; whereas anti-H. pylori regimen followed by four to six cycles of rituximab remained for the elderly and fragility.
Discussion
The global therapeutic approach to the cure of PGL has completely changed over the past one decade with great success by improvement of modern chemotherapy and supportive care. The chemotherapy combined with anti-CD 20 monoclonal antibody such as rituximab, achieved higher complete response rate and more than 80% are long-term survival. Regarding with the treatment modality, we'd better keep open-minded approach. In our own series, we refer patients to surgeon for subtotal gastrictomy for those with large tumor and high co-morbidity, and preserve radiation therapy for those who are not feasible for operation in what manner. And add two to four cycles of post-operative salvage chemotherapy as consolidation purpose. Subtotal gastrectomy is justified in selected cases. Surgery is indicated to treat complications such as gastric perforation, uncontrolled hemorrhage. A small portion of patients may encounter small amount melena passage most often one week after chemotherapy due to tumor necrosis, which happened during first two cycles. It always a transient course and resolved with supportive care.
In real world practice, after gastroscopic biopsy proved PGL, we undergo staging procedure, risk stratification, and chemotherapy is the primary treatment given to patients without surgery. The local control and overall survival is not different from surgery. The toxic death rate is negligible. For those centers where surgery is the standard primary treatment, subtotal gastrectomy replaces total gastrectomy, yet adjuvant chemotherapy should be done for those patients with positive surgical margin, large tumor (>5 cm) and lymph nodes involvement.
Those researchers who advocated surgery either with or without chemotherapy focused on the accurate staging of the tumor and the association of this treatment with less hemorrhage or perforation of the stomach; although with the advent of endoscopic ultrasound, laparotomy biopsy is no longer warranted [8] . We also consider surgery alone will be sufficient to cure PGL in low risk, stage IE disease, and it will be a good alternative primary treatment for those patients who are fragile and prone to develop R-CHOP related afore-mentioned complications.
Conclusion and Future Perspectives
The treatment paradigm of PGL is shifting from surgery to combined surgery and chemotherapy or radiotherapy, then to chemotherapy alone and finally rituximab containing chemotherapy is considered as the mainstay. The role of surgery decline due to very effective medical treatment, and R-CHOP alone achieve very high response rate and long term survival. In fact, it overshadows the primary role of surgery in treating either localized or advanced PGL. However, surgery is still justified in selected patients who may not tolerate immuno-chemotherapy or related complications. The outcome of advanced PGL and refractory/relapsed PGL is still dismal. The salvage chemotherapy can be used but with no clinical evidence yet, the morbidity will be substantial in high dose density regimen including auto or allo-stem cell transplant. Recently an old drug but newly indicated in malignant lymphoma is bendamustine, a cytotoxic drug which has both chemical structure of cyclophosphamide and fludarabin-like purine analogue, giving less myelosupression and cardiac toxicity [50] . The combination of rituximab and bendamustine regimen currently indicated in chronic lymphocytic lymphoma, follicular lymphoma and DLBCL as well [51] . Also the unraveling gene signature of DLBCL, the bortezomib and lenalidomide made BCL-2 and c-Myc driven pathogenesis the susceptible targets [52, 53] . With those new and better armamentariums, the path of cure of PGL is promising and solid.
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